
4 NOV 22 – 2 JAN 23
EXPERIENCE ARTISTIC EXPRESSION

POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY



ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

Step into a world beyond what your eyes can see. Bring the
mysteries of the universe closer to you as you discover new

dimensions where your imagination can run free.

What does the future world look like to you?
What happens when we create our own adventure?

SPACE OUT! invites you to see our world like you’ve never seen it
before. Through interactive XR and new media experiences, you’ll

unlock the possibilities of creativity and witness fantastical new
environments right in front of your eyes.

Otherworldly exploration has never felt closer.

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH US! TAKE A QUICK 2 MIN SURVEY HERE.



Escape from your everyday life and experience new dimensions of
discovery. Be transported to di�erent multiverses and immerse

yourself in the worlds of the artists.

Step in and join us on a journey beyond limits in this exciting showcase 
as we present never-before-seen VR painting artworks by local artists 

Christine Lok, Fauxe, ScRach MarcS, tobyato and YANGERMEISTER,
and breathtaking 360° outer space videos by SpaceCinema.

Get a chance to experience creating your own VR paintings with the
world as your canvas and your imagination as your palette. Unlock

the possibilities of your creativity using VR technology as you build
your own fantastical environments. What adventures can you come

up with when you create unconstrained?

DATES PROGRAMME/CONTENT

04 Nov 22 – 18 Nov 22 360o VR Video: Sunrise on Mars by  SpaceCinema

 VR Painting: Christine Lok

19 Nov 22 – 02 Dec 22 360o VR Video: Flying Through a Nebula by SpaceCinema

 VR Painting: YANGERMEISTER

03 Dec 22 – 16 Dec 22 360o VR Video: Timelapse on Jupiter’s Moon by    
 SpaceCinema

 VR Painting: ScRach MarcS

17 Dec 22 – 02 Jan 23 360o VR Video: Journey to the Center of a
 Bizarre Galaxy Collision by SpaceCinema

 VR Painting: tobyato & Fauxe

XR MULTIMEDIA ART EXPERIENCE

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

VIRTUAL REALITY PODS



MEET THE  ARTISTS

YANGERMEISTER (Tan Yang Er) is a multi-disciplinary 
Singaporean artist who creates immersive, multi-sensory 
experiences. She draws influences from pop culture and is 

obsessed with exploring the human condition. Story-telling 
remains the crux of her works and each piece of art: picture, 
installation or set she builds serves to connect a deeper bond 

— one human to another. In 2017, she won the Best Art 
Director of the Year at the international Mnet Asian 

Music Awards (MAMA).

Instagram: @yangermeister_

YANGERMEISTER
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY ARTIST

ScRach MarcS (Rach, Marc), a pioneer robotic couple formed 
in 2008, represents a new ideology and evolution of street art 

in Singapore and the world. Having both started out in the 
classic street dance styles, ScRach MarcS is about creative 

movement—to look at dance as an art form, without 
boundaries and without labels. The duo are constantly on the 

lookout for new and exciting works that push the creative 
mind and artistic level; as creators; innovators and artists.

Instagram: @scrachmarcs

SCRACH MARCS
DANCE ARTISTS

Christine Lok is a Singapore-based visual artist, arts educator, 
and industry professional whose visual arts practice explores 

the intricacies of the human condition. She began her practice 
utilising traditional mediums and methods of figurative art. 

Through oil, watercolour, and illustration, her methods shifted 
from a figurative approach to embracing abstraction. Her 

desire to push boundaries continued as she explored 
photography, illustration, mixed media, and even sculptural 
works. Her practice is developing in a way that diverts from 

the use of traditional mediums to incorporating unique modes 
of contemporary art in order to push her conceptual and 

aesthetic boundaries. 

Instagram: @artist_christinelokCHRISTINE LOK 
FINE ART ARTIST



MEET OUR ARTISTS
tobyato is an illustrator and visual artist over many mediums. 

His body of work ranges from sprawling murals to brand 
collaborations. Behind the moniker, is Toby from Singapore, 
with the intention to make art more accessible to the public, 

his artworks are often bold, striking and inspired by traditional 
Chinese motifs and playful influences that reflect both his 

own personality and roots. As a lover of street culture, 
throughout his creative career, he has been commissioned by 

the likes of G-SHOCK, Shake Shack, Levi’s, and Asics 
among others, steadily building a body of work that 

exemplifies artist brand collaborations.

Instagram: @tobyatoTOBYATO
VISUAL ARTIST

Sometimes, the most self-defining philosophy can be contained 
in the following three words: “All or nothing”. 

For Fauxe, those three words undergird his interrelated cosmic 
roles of artist, producer, archivist and leader. Artist because he 
lives out his calling to create resonant art that intimidates and 

inspires; Producer because he coaxes sonic ideas from the 
womb of possibility and through a natural birth, brings music 
into the world; Archivist because he labours to preserve the 
essence of sound and culture, making the web of experience 

that defines our historical legacy less easy to forget, and Leader 
because his fundamental project is world-building, bringing the 
past and present into a one-of-a-kind dialogue with each other, 

so that the future may be glorious, endlessly enchanting but 
above all, powerfully meaningful for us.

Instagram: @fauxe_91

FAUXE
MUSICIAN



SPACECINEMA
360º VR SPACE VIDEO

SPACECINEMA is the home of original created cinematics,
simulations and 360° videos about our universe.

Youtube: @spacecinemayt



AUGMENTED REALITY

If you could create your own planet, what would it look like? For visual 
artist Joy Ho, she imagines a world of cosmic creatures living in perfect 

harmony, entertaining themselves by imitating planet Earth and the 
human species. View her AR-enhanced digital mural at Downtown East 

from now until 15 January 2023.

Joy is an illustrator, cartoonist, and designer based in
sunny Singapore. She graduated from the Maryland

Institute College of Art in illustration with a minor in art
history. Her work often takes the form of colourful

people-centred work, embodied smiley faces, or inked
dog comics. She has created art for National Public

Radio (NPR), BOOM! Studios, the National Museum of
Singapore, the National Heritage Board, Mandai, and

more. Her work has been recognized internationally by
the Society of Illustrators, MoCCA, the Will Eisner

scholarship, and American Illustration.

Website: www.joyho.art
Instagram: @feever_dreem

XR MULTIMEDIA ART EXPERIENCE

MEET THE ARTIST

JOY HO
VISUAL ARTIST

First Universion



Space Odyssey
By HOLOGRIX

Space Odyssey is an interactive installation that takes participants on a journey 
into outer space through the “metaverse” – a universal and immersive world 
that is facilitated using Virtual and Augmented Reality – and its real-world 

(Mixed Reality) possibilities of transporting people to di�erent realms.

Through morphing generative particles, we let participants explore the 
relationship between their physical self and their virtual self (the “avatar”). 

Their “avatar” is transported to the surface of Mars and the Moon, where they 
can interact with falling stars and be connected with other virtual beings. 

Space Odyssey is a beautiful light projection you can interact with. Create your 
own artistic experience as you interact with the projection and immerse 

yourself in the ethereal sound e�ects for an enchanting experience.

OUTDOOR INTERACTIVE
LIGHT PROJECTION



HOLOGRIX tailors end-to-end digital solutions combining the use of
modern technology and art form. From conceptualisation and

creative direction, stage design, sound design and visual aesthetics,
to show producing and innovative installations. We constantly

explore uncharted dimensions for creativity, looking for new ways
to captivate audiences.

Website: www.hologrix.com

MEET THE CREATIVES
Kenny has keen interest in Arts and Technology.
With his unique eye for design, he has created a
wide range of video content that has successfully

engaged audiences.

His drive to create a niche visual aesthetic led him
to go beyond the usual creation processes. He

discovered a new media using art and technology by
presenting holographic imagery with audio to live

audiences without gadgets.

KENNY YEK
CO-FOUNDER & CREATIVE
DIRECTOR OF HOLOGRIX

Daniel is passionate about delivering impactful
events for his clients. His dedication and tenacity
to pursue improvement and enhance live events

led him to create HOLOGRIX.
As a seasoned professional in audio and visual
technology, creative stage design and event

executions, he has successfully created numerous
extraordinary works with HOLOGRIX.

DANIEL SEE
CO-FOUNDER OF HOLOGRIX

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH US! TAKE A QUICK 2 MIN SURVEY HERE.
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